Frequence V. #9

Fortune favors the bolds…
« Fortune », is maybe a little strong. But « success » is for sure a word we are proud
to assume and it’s a commitment to…. our sponsors. For they are the bolds! Let’s
make the presentations.
Volvo Car France
As a key player, the « tricolor » management of Volvo is strongly supporting us.
Developing its models range with a premium positioning, constantly investing in
security and the protection of the environment, it could be easy for the company to
forget its roots. But our main partner knows how great are attachment and passion
of the Volvo classic owners, and he doesn’t want to weaken the link with their
favorite brand. Tack !
Volvocars.com/uk
Restauval
In 2010 they really treated us and in 2018, their verrines triumphed over a searing
heat (the VCR participants can tell you!). They knew how invite Sweden in our
plates even better than a Chef coming directly from Stockholm. Restauval employs
550 people able to provide more than 30.000 meals per day in 165 restaurants. Of
course, they know how to meet our northern culinary requirements. Enjoy your
meal !
Restauval.com
Spirit of Sweden
A true passion : Scandinavia. A strong goal: promoting the Swedish craftsmen and
their productions. A promise: quality. A faithful companion of the Viking Classic, the
brand offers so specific products that… you can’t find them in any shop: textiles,
decorations, photos, goodies… Our crushes: a handmade enamelled moose and a
pair of 850 BTCC socks.
Spirit of Sweden.fr
Château de Fère-en-Tardenois
Spectacular... that is the only word you can think of when this outstanding site
reveals its unique beauty. A preserved environment on 70 hectares, a 5-stars hotel,
member of the prestigious international « Small and Luxury Hotels of the World »...
and the amazing ruins of this fortress which tell a thousand-years of our history !
There is still a chapter to be written: the VCA’s one...
Chateaudefere.com
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Manauto
On the model of a rocket man, it’s probably the species « car man » : Manuel, the
Friend-garage owner from Rocheserviere in Vendée, is a part of. Even if qualifying
him as a « car man » is somewhat strange considering the baseline of his company :
“ you’re not searching for a car but for a Volvo car...”. But « Friend » is totally true
and in line with his personality. Being all heart, the head in the stars and the foot on
the gas, he has been involved as an early partner since the first VCA.
Manauto.fr
Rétro Assurances
THE insurance office specialized in classic cars which origin goes back to 1911!
All coverage formulas, assistance and expertise are provided with a great smile...
exactly 47 smiles you can discover on the website of this insurer who maintains a
family atmosphere. Roland Therond used to be a competitor (and he is still one !)
when he « created » the classic car insurance contract, around 40 years ago.
Nowadays, the company supports Retromobile, Reims, Avignon and Lyon classic
cars meetings...and ours ! With its logo which colors are the Swedish flag ones, it
was written that our paths would cross one day....
Retro.fr
Jakob’s Magazine
This is the reconciliation of classic and modern cars ! Capable to gather all our Volvo
cars whatever their model and range, we may even say it’s a miracle in the
magazines world. In its high-level publication, Paul Malfroot knows how to unite all
the generations of the brand, using a very ambitious iconographic approach. Official
snapshots and « homemade » shootings make us travel from the 30’s to the
nineties, underlined by original and documented texts (in French, English and
Dutch). The subscription is quite mandatory for every self-respecting fan...
Jakobsmagazine.be
Qlik
Qlik is a 50.000 clients international group, specialized in data processing softwares
and analytics... with a fully new approach: gathering the whole entity data
(companies, NGOs...), and make them available for all employees to bring analytics
into every decision through a platform extended to every team, process, application
and device. It is a very attractive philosophy all the more so that the company is
active towards non-profit organizations and she is ranged by Fast Company
amongst the 10 most innovative firms for the collective good.
Qlik.com
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Classic Expert
Rise in prices of some car models or need to give an estimated price to one’s
insurance: expertise of car has become quite mandatory and it takes just a short
time. Thanks to its strong territorial network and its experts registered on the
National List of Car Experts, Classic Expert provides you with this technical matter.
Fifty-two experts, and each one a specialty... but the same passion for classic cars
and motorcycles.
Classicexpert.fr
Skandix
With a “mileage” over 25 years, it in no way reduces the spread… Skandix has
proposed its expertise and its Volvo and Saab parts since 1994 : 34.000 articles
amongst which 97% are immediately available. This specialist stores, if needed
manufactures, and delivers around the world from Lutter, its facility near Hanover
(Germany), the spare parts which allow our cars to keep their eternal youth. From
the Duett to the XC90 model cars.
Skandix.de/en

Följ oss!*

The Viking Classic Autoshow team
The Viking Classic Autoshow VCA 2020 is the second event of an international promotion of classical
Volvo cars and of Sweden. It will take place in Champagne region, château de Fère-en-Tardenois, on
June 2020, 20-21.

* Follow us !
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